
Sinusoidal profiles

A range of profile cladding that produces striking 
and exciting facades on all building types 



Sinusoidal is a range of profile cladding that produces striking and exciting 

facades on all building types. It is available in a choice of metals and a wide 

variety of finishes and colours.

Three individual profile shapes are available for bespoke designs and 

constructions plus an insulated composite panel. Produced in aluminium 

and steel, Sinusoidal can be used on both roofs and walls.*

Depending upon the substrate Sinusoidal is available with Prisma, Pvf², 

HPS200 Ultra, and Powder coatings. The standard colour choice is 

extensive and ‘special’ colours are readily available.
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*Not all profiles are suitable for use on walls – contact Architectural for project specific advice.

Details matter and APL has the experience and knowledge to help and create eye catching projects



Sinusoidal is available in three profile depths – 18mm, 40mm, and 45mm. 

These allow designers to experiment with different textures to create award 

winning elevations.

When combined with the exciting APL StrongBak™ SFS systems, Sinusoidal 

can be integrated into a complete ‘through wall’ construction capable of 

spanning up to 10 metres. 

Education, commercial, office, manufacturing – Sinusoidal suits them all and it 

is a particularly economical cladding profile, especially when combined with the 

APL Tritherm™ spacer system. U values as low as 0.14 W/m².k are achievable 

using standard components – and lower U values are easily accommodated.
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Details matter and APL has the experience and knowledge to help and create eye catching projects
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Non combustible construction  
and 25 year full system warranty

25 year full system warrantyNon-combustible system

Established 
35 years, all 

manufactured  
by us in the UK, 
and proud of it!

Who are Architectural Profiles?
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Who are Architectural Profiles?

APL is a specialist UK manufacturer and supplier of metal roofing and wall 
cladding systems. Providing high quality, technically economic products and 
systems, APL has been established in the UK for over 25 years. 

Having worked with many of the country’s leading architects, engineers and 

contractors, APL has built a reputation for providing stylish, technically advanced, and 

extremely cost-effective building envelope solutions.


